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GOTHIC REVIVAL ARCHITECTURE of Green-Wood
has a

Gothic design is characterized
by grand tall designs, often with
spires that point upward, as if
reaching to the heavens.

Gothic architecture tended
toward light and open designs.

design

In Gothic architecture, there is an
emphasis on very decorative and
detailed designs in the stonework.

This shape, called a quatrefoil,
was common in Gothic architecture. It looks much like a flower
with four petals.

The area at the top of each arch,
above the entryway, called the
tympanum, is decorated with
ornate sculptural detail.
Gothic architecture is known for
its use of pointed arches.

A pyramid is a symbol of
eternity. The shape is reminiscent of rays of sunlight. The
ancient Egyptians built massive
pyramids as tombs for their
pharaohs.

The sphinx is a mythical creature
that Egyptians depicted as having
the head of a man and the body
of a lion. A sphinx “guards” the
Van Ness–Parsons family mausoleum. Section 124, off Battle Avenue.entrance to this tomb.

Egyptian architecture often
features the “cavetto cornice” at
the top which, as see here, flares
outward on a curve.

Lily-topped columns are used to
represent the unfolding of life.

Walls of Egyptian tombs often
angle in toward the top, to provide stability for the structure
Johnston family mausoleum. Section 90, across from De Witt Clinton.

This symbol appears above the entryway of most Egyptian burial monuments. It features a pair of vulture wings (symbolizing maternal
care) emerging from a circle (symbolizing the sun) with twin cobras at either side (symbolizing death).

CLASSICAL REVIVAL ARCHITECTURE of Green-Wood
These designs derive from those used by ancient Greeks and Romans in their temples.
Columns

The triangle shaped area above
the façade is called the pediment.

Classical
architecture often
feature columns. The three
most common types or
orders are distinguished by
the design of the top part,
called the capital.
Doric columns have the
least decorative capitals.
They also are wider toward
the bottom.

Ionic columns support the front
of this monument.

The parts on the sides that
look much like flattened-out
columns are called pilasters.

Niches are built into the walls
and have statues in them.

Anderson family mausoleum. Section 111, off Battle Avenue.

Ionic columns are distinguished by their spiral
designs, called volutes.

This pattern of alternating blank
spaces and spaces with three
vertical lines is commonly seen
in the area above the columns
in classical architecture.

Doric columns support the front
of this monument.
Corinthian columns have
a complex design of stylized acanthus leaves.

Classical structures are usually
raised from the ground and
have several steps in front.

Miner family mausoleum. Section 88, off Landscape Avenue.
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Can you find these architectural
elements?

your own building!
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